We Don't
Make Yachts.
We Make
Yachts Fun.™
Fun Life - that's what we aspire to at
FunAir®. We believe in spending time
outdoors with family and friends
laughing, smiling and having fun.

Driven by this passion, we've created
hundreds of custom-designed
inflatable yacht toys for super yachts
across the globe.

Our products are engineered to fit your
yacht perfectly and will turn her into
the epicenter of fun!
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Innovation, Quality, Fit and Finish are
the foundational pillars of FunAir®. Our
team has the attention to detail that
captains and owners expect. Let us
amp up the level of Fun on your Yacht.

FunAir® builds the finest and widest
range of inflatables that can be themed
to match your yacht livery with your
yacht’s color scheme and logo.
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YACHT SLIDES

We Make Fun
Out of Thin Air.
FunAir® specializes in slides. We’ve built
hundreds of them over the years,
offering custom sizes, colors, logos, and
designs built to exact boat
specifications, ensuring your yacht slide
integrates seamlessly with your boat.

Our designs include
Bow Mount, Curved, Riser, Self Lifting,
Hanger, and Stern slides.
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YACHT SLIDES

We’re Focused
on Features.
Patented innovations, such as
RapidFlate™, inflate products 6x faster
than traditional inflation methods.

Purposely designed D-Ring locations,
lifting handles, and reinforced crane
straps ensure lifting and tying off slides
are easy and safe.

Hot air welded double
T-strip seams deliver the strongest
seam technology.

Our slides use the highest quality UV
protected slick vinyl that allows a faster
descent for riders.

All slides include an integrated water
distribution system.
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CLIMBING WALLS

Come Climb
our Walls.
FunAir® was one of the first to market
with custom designed inflatable
climbing walls and has custom fitted
some of the largest yachts in
the industry.

Designed to fit seamlessly on your
boat, our climbing walls can include
jumping platforms, auto-belay systems,
custom heights and widths, and custom
boat logos and colors.

Select between a deck entry or water
entry. The deck entry climbing walls
have a jumping platform with
non-slip material to give guests a safe
way to reach the top and jump off.
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CLIMBING WALLS

We Make Scaling
Safe and Easy.
Our climbing walls come with sturdy
knotted climbing ropes and
comfort-grip handholds, which make
them easy to grab with both your
hands and feet. Optional auto-belay
connections are also available for
ultimate safety.

Each climbing wall includes a
RapidFlate™ blower (when appropriate)
and a FunAir® electric pump.
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BIGAIR BLOB

Catch Some
Serious Air with
this Jump Shot.
The FunAir BigAir blob is an
exhilarating, hair-raising flying-throughthe-air experience that will leave you
breathless. Purposely engineered for
yachts, this blob has side stabilizer
outriggers to handle ocean waves and
a fitted cradle to keep the blob safely
away from the edge of the boat.

The Blob comes with our patented
RapidFlate™ for 6x faster inflation
and deflation.
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PERSONAL WATERCR AFT DOCKS

Park It Here.
Personal Watercraft (PWC) Docks give
your yacht a safe place to park your
toys, whether it’s a Sea Bob, Jet Ski or
Tender or Sail boat. These inflatable
floating docks protect your guests,
yacht, and watercraft. We offer both
Simple and Convertible PWC Docks
made of drop stitch or PVC material.
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PERSONAL WATERCR AFT DOCKS

Reserved for
“Whatever Floats
Your Boat’
Both Simple and Convertible PWC
Docks can be custom designed to fit
your yacht’s transom.

Convertible PWC Docks are available
with interchangeable inserts for
SeaBobs, Jet Skis, a Lagoon Pool with
netting, or a Work Platform for
additional space to work and play.

Our optional patented SeaStairs™
truly innovate how guests get out of
the water onto the PWC Dock. Simply
stand up and walk out of the water
onto the inflatable. These SeaStairs™
can be attached to a wide variety of
FunAir® products.
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PLAYGROUNDS & BOUNCERS

Bounce. Pounce.
Play. Repeat.
Our Inflatable Floating Playgrounds
and Bouncers are a great way for your
guests to busy themselves on the water
for hours. Once the heart-pumping fun
is done, these toys make great lounging
platforms for continued sun time.

Playgrounds include a climbing tower
and a slide. Both playgrounds and
bouncers can be equipped with our
patented SeaStairs™ to make entry and
exit into the water safe and easy.
Conveniently designed in separate
pieces, they’re easy to set up and store
when not in use.
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FLOATING LOUNGERS

Spend a Day
On Paradise.
Get ready to relax. Our floating
loungers are made for parties big or
small and can also be custom designed.

We have two models made for
larger groups - the Floating Island and
Floating Oasis. Each can seat 6-8
guests, offer a splash pool in the center
and have plenty of room for a
cooler and whatever else you might
need while enjoying the ocean.

The Floating Island has 6 detachable
inflatable chaise loungers that can be
redeployed to the beach if digging your
toes in the sand is more your style.
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BEACH LOUNGERS

It’s Okay To
Lounge Around
All Day.
Take a load off and catch some rays
with these inflatable loungers, great
for the boat or beach. Equipped with
D-rings for anchoring on a boat, sand,
or a FunAir® floating Island, these
loungers are sure to stay in place on a
windy day.

Add a luxurious, soft, custom made
lounger cover in your yacht colors and
monogramed with your yacht name.
Easy to transport on a tender or store
on your yacht, these loungers pack up
into very small packages and inflate/
deflate quickly.
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SEA POOLS

Dip Into an
Aquarium.
FunAir® inflatable pools are a safe and
comfortable way to enjoy your day
swimming in the ocean. Designed with
either PVC or Drop Stitch materials,
these pools provide protection from
jellyfish with netting and an enclosed
area to prevent guests from floating
away in the current.

We offer a variety of pool
configurations to fit the back of your
swim platform or alongside your yacht
and splash pools for the little ones on
the ship’s deck. We even offer pool
fillers that can create a usable lounging
space. All sea pools come with
swimmer assist grab handles and ropes.
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JOUST

Ready. Set.
Joust.

Host the ultimate guest or crew
competitions with the Inflatable Water
Joust. Proclaim dominance by
knocking your opponent into the water
and off the joust beam.

Gain easy access onto the joust with
well placed handles, steps, non slip
material, and beach entry netting.
Joust poles include comfort grip
handles for your guests.
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YACHT GOLF

A Good Time is
Par for the Course.
The FunAir floating Yacht Golf green
is a great way to keep your skills sharp
and have friendly competitions
between guests. Have fun shooting at
multiple greens anchored at various
distances while using the
environmentally friendly albusgolf
ECOBIOBALL.

Fast and easy to deploy, the golf green
is equipped with a standard size flag
pole and FunAir flag, quick dry netting
to catch golf balls when the target is hit,
and D-rings for anchoring.
.
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OUTDOOR PURSUITS

Have Fun
with No Strings
Attached.

FunAir® offers a wide variety of
custom products to round out your
yachting experience.

Build your fleet with our Water Mats,
Kayaks and SUP’s, which can be
designed to match your yacht livery
with custom logos, colors and
messaging. Water Mats pack tight and
easily store on your boat, so bulky
transportation is no longer an issue.
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K AYAK ,
SEASTAIRS & BOUNCER

We’ve Decked
the Decks with
M/Y Sai Ram.

KIDDIE
FUN SLIDE

No two yachts are exactly alike. So why
should their inflatable packages be any
different? Whether it’s custom-made
slides, climbing walls, docking stations,
or an array of outdoor pursuits, FunAir®
builds the widest range of world class
yacht inflatables that can be uniquely
and undeniably yours.

If you’ve got an idea for an inflatable,
we can make it happen.
INFLATABLE SUP
HANGAR SLIDE
EXTREME

FLOATING
OASIS
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CLIMBING
WALL

We’ve Tested
the Waters with
M/Y Lazy Z.

LEAP OF
FAITH

Designing world-class products
requires world-class partners. That’s
why FunAir® has joined together with

BIGAIR

M/Y Lazy Z to create the industry’s first
prototype partnership. Patented
products such a RapidFlate™,
SeaStairs™ and BigAir have made their
debut here.

Captain Rewi said it best, “Lazy Z’s

HANGER
SLIDE

partnership with FunAir® for prototype
testing really shows they care about
producing products that meet yacht
owner and crew needs.”
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M/ Y HELIOS

M/ Y ASTR A

“Our slide is unique, designed
specifically to our needs. The guys at

“If impeccable client service and great

FunAir® are custom specialists, and

product backup are important to you,

your next toy is only limited by your

use these guys.”

imagination.”

- Trevor Ohlssen, Captain

- Phillip Atkinson, Chief Officer

M/ Y BALISTA

“Over the years I have looked at slide
options quite a few times but have nev-

“This year has been one of the worst

er managed to find the ‘right’ product.

years on record for the Irukandji jelly

FunAir® was different from the start.

fish. The FunAir ® improvement to the

Their product looks clean and simple

Sea Pool netting has provided us with

and their service is designed to ensure

the confidence to swim.”

that every slide is a success.”

- Scott Parks, Owner

- Mike Wyer, Marine Manager
M/ Y PARKLANE

M/ Y ILLUSION

M/ Y LAZY Z

“It’s great working with the whole

“Being the first yacht with a new

FunAir team designing custom

inflatable design is always a nice thing.

inflatables. If we had more space

It’s fun to think outside the box with

onboard we would have had way more

FunAir and come up with ideas for new

inflatables. Great products!!”

inflatables.”

- Chief Mate Vriesendorp

- Captain Rewi
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